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Although the behavior of the eigenvalues of a hermitian matrix under 
perturbation is fairly well understood, there has been almost nothing done on 
the behavior of the eigenvectors. It is well known that they vary analytically 
under analytic perturbations [l, 5 1361, but for some purposes one would 
prefer sharp bounds on the distance between the eigenvectors of a matrix 
and those of a matrix approximating it. This paper gives two sets of theorems 
of this sort. Precise statements will be given after I have defined the problem 
more in detail (Section I). The results fall into two groups; those of the 
second group (Section V) are what is called “best possible,” nevertheless 
those of the first group (SectionsII,III) seem to me probably better results- 
more applicable, and more indicative of future developments. 
The theorem of Section IV, included in the paper for the sake of its applica- 
tion in Section III, is not covered by the above description. It deals with 
change in eigenvalues. I believe it has definite independent interest, particul- 
arly in that it bounds the change from below. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper the subject is A + H, both A and H being hermitian 
operators acting on n-dimensional complex (or real} hilbert space 2’. The 
eigenvalues of A will be denoted by A, 2 ... 2 A,, and the corresponding 
normalized eigenvectors by xl, *‘., x,,; the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 
A + H, by h; and x:. When the assumption that A has multiplicity 1 is 
dropped, it will occasionally be easier to speak of its spectral projectors E(Z) 
and the spectral projectors E’(Z) of A + H, whose arguments Z are subsets of 
the real line. 
The question is, vaguely, given specified smallness of H, to conclude how 
much the xi must be rotated to get the xi. 
What precise meaning might be put on the hypothesis that H is small? 
Usually, it means specifying the bound norm, 
II H II = SUP {II Hx II : II x I = 11. 
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Another unitary-invariant norm [ [ (Ire might be used, such as I( IID, the 
I,,-norm of the set of eigenvalues [2] ; the most convenient here is the Frobe- 
nius norm ]I 11s. I( H II2 is directly calculable from the elements of the matrix 
of H in any representation, since 11 H 11: = tr Ha. Other “norms,“not unitary- 
invariant but directly calculable, are of interest in this connection but do not 
enter into the present paper. 
Another property of H that is relevant to the subject is how off-diagonal 
it is in some representation or class of representations. Let PI, ..*, P,,, be 
some complete orthogonal set of projectors (for example, spectral projectors 
of A); then by VB is meant the pinching of B by the Pi, that is, 
%‘B = 2, PjBP,. In the real hilbert space 9 of hermitian operators on X 
under Frobenius norm, V is a projector. As I denote, for a projector P, its 
complementary 1 - P by i’, I may as well write 
B - %B = +B. 
The most natural measure_ of the “extent of off-diagonality” of H (with 
respect to PI, *“, Pm) is )I %‘H )12. 
(Digression. I have pointed out elsewhere [3] that, if f is any nontrivia 
convex function of a real variable, extended to have hermitian matrix argu- 
ments and values, then trf(B) - trf(%?B) is a measure of the failure-of B 
to belong to the algebra of the P,. See also [4]. For one, the measure I( WH 1 I2 
is obtained in this way by setting f(x) = x2; that is, 
as one readily verifies.) 
Less routine is the question of how to define the extent of rotation from a 
frame of eigenvectors of A to one of A + H. If A is more degenerate than 
A + H, then one must make a suitable choice of frame for A within the 
eigenspaces with multiplicity > 1, where there is a wide range of choices; 
this is what is called in discussions of analytic perturbation “finding the 
zeroth perturbation.” If both A and A + H have simple spectrum, but H 
is not small, there is difficulty in pairing off the eigenvalues: A1 > X2 and 
hi > hi do not imply that hi is the suitable eigenvalue to associate with A1, 
even when H+-+ A, obviously! Even if A and A + H have simple spectrum 
and H is very small, the distance 11 a$ - xi 11 may be large if the phase- 
factor on xi is poorly chosen, 
The usual choice is that which minimizes ) I X; - xi 1) ; equivalently, x: is 
chosen so that (xi, xi) > 0; equivalently, if P’ is the projector on the (1 -dimen- 
sional) subspace of eigenvectors corresponding to hi, XI = P’xJlI P’x+ 11. 
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For this choice it is natural to set Bi = arc cos (xi, xi). More generally, let 
the spectrum of A be confined to m intervals of length I 28 with gaps between 
of length 2 y > 0, so that we can write PI = E([v,, ,u,]) (j = 1, a*., m), 
O<pj-vj<2fl, y<vj-~*+~, EP,=l; and let IIH(l=S<y/2. 
Then it is well-known that each Pi = E’([v, - 6, CL, + S]) is of the same 
dimensionality as the corresponding Pj. Guided by the special case, one seeks 
the most economical rotation W of P+? to P%?. To the extent possible, one 
seeks a global answer: a unitary W which for all j satisfies WP, = Pi W. (It 
will not necessarily take eigenvectors to eigenvectors because we are not 
keeping track of what happens within the subspaces P&‘. Every vector x 
in Pi% is nearly an eigenvector, though, in the sense that 1) Ax - 
i (pi + vi) x I/ < #I I( x [ [ .) But what does “most economical” mean ? 
The square of the distance a unit vector y is moved by W is 
ll(l - w Y II2 = ((1 - w*) (1 - WY, Y)* 
The maximum over y is 
1) 1 - w 112 = 11 (1 - w*) (1 - W) (1. 
This directs attention more generally to 
II 1 - w II@ and II (1 - w*) (1 - w Ilo. 
For instance, consider Cn ((1 - W*) (I - W)yt, yr) summed over ortho- 
normal yi; it is equal to 11 1 - W 11; and to (1 (1 - W*) (1 - W) l/r, and is 
of course independent of the orthonormal set chosen. 
The method of construction of a canonical unitary mapping P,.%? to P@? 
is carried over from the special case as follows. Define U = U({P,}, {Pi}) 
by requiring for all j = 1, 2, **a, m that UP, = (P;PfP$l12 PjP, (cf. [l, 
9 1361, [5, 4 31). This makes sense, and determines a unitary U, at 
least under the hypothesis that, for all j, x = Prx # 0 implies P;x # 0. 
This hypothesis (which could be stated in several equivalent forms) is satis- 
fied if the Pj and Pi arise from A and A + Has described above, Clearly 
UPj = P;u = P;(PjP;Pj)-“” Pj. 
THEOREM 1 .l. Let PI, ..., P, and Pi, “‘, Pk be two complete sets of ortho- 
gonaiprojectors uch that x = PjX # 0 implies P;x # 0. Let 
u = U({P,>, KH 
be defined as above. Let W be any unitary such that WP, = P;W. Then. 
II 1 - w 112 2 II 1 - u 112. 
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This assertion, that U minimizes I/ 1 - W [)a among all admitted W, is 
the same as saying U minimizes 11 1 - WI/: = (( (1 - W*) (1 - W) Ill. 
For the case Pz = f: (m = 2), I gave [5, 8 71 a proof that U minimizes 
II (1 - w*) (1 - W) II8 f or any unitary-invariant norm (though this par- 
ticular assertion was not labeled a theorem). The proof need not be dupli- 
cated here. It yields, for m > 2, only the special case stated in Theorem 1.1. 
More precisely, it yields the following theorem, from the case (( (II of which 
Theorem 1.1 follows because the pinching V is trace-preserving. 
THEOREM 1.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, 
II wu - W”) (1 - w IIQ 2 II w - u*) (1 - U)) II@ 
for any unitary-invariant norm. 
It is also plausible to consider, rather than the distance a unit vector y 
is moved by W, the sine of the angle between y and Wy. Its square 
is 1 - 1 (WY, y) 12. Let Xi be a complete orthonormal set of vectors, each cho- 
sen from some P,X, and consider the quantity CT2 = Cn (1 - I ( Wxi, xi) I”). 
It may depend on W and on the choice of the xi. Nevertheless it yields a 
simple and very natural expression for the amount of rotation, as follows. 
THEOREM 1.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, 
(1 +W (1s = )( %U 11s = min u. 
PROOF. Recall that W is unitary, and WP, = Pj W for all j. Recall further 
that VW = z Pf WP,. Now 
I( VW 11,” = tr ((UW)*%fW) = tr z PkW*PfljWPj 
jk 
= tr 2 W*PIPjPiW = tr 2 PiPjPj’, 
5 
which is independent of W. Since g;W = W - VW 1 VW in 9, 
II @w II”, = II w 11: - II %w II:; 
11 W 11,” being n for all unitary W, this too is independent of W. It remains 
to prove that I/ @‘U II2 = min O; that is, that jj %?U 11: is the maximum of 
xn / ( Wxi, xi) I2 under the conditions given. 
We know that 
(I vu 11; = (1 5Fw 11; = c 1 (WXf, x,,) I”, 
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the (double) sum being extended over pairs (i, i’) such that Xi and Xi, belong 
to the same Pi&‘, and the right-hand member is 2 x ) (WX,, xi) 12. So it 
is just a matter of showing that when W = U the cross terms (i # i’) can be 
eliminated; i.e., I want to show that each PjUPj has a complete orthonormal 
set of eigenvectors which I can enlist as the xi. By the definition of U above, 
PJJP, = (PjP;Pp, which is indeed normal, being positive-definite. The 
theorem is proved. 
The intent of these three theorems was to show that it is reasonable to use, 
as measures of the extent of the difference between (Pi> and (Pj}, exclusively 
quantities computed from U. We will proceed on this basis. However, I am 
not satisfied with the justification. I should have proved at least that 
1 j 1 - W 1 j is minimized when W = U, and have not. 
Choose, within each Pi%‘, the xi as unit eigenvectors of PjPiPj. Let 
8, = arc cos (Ux,, xi). The quantities involving U in Theorems 1.1-1.3 are 
all symmetric increasing functions of the 8,. 
The program now is to make hypotheses concerning the gaps y in the 
spectrum of A, the size of H in some norm, and the off-diagonality of H, and 
draw conclusions about some of the Bi, preferably in the form of bounds on 
(1 1 - U II2 or 11 %‘U l(a. Results of the latter sort are presented in Section 
III. They are based on the simpler results in Section II (which use the same 
basic idea), and also on the auxiliary theorem from Section IV. In Section V 
sharp bounds are obtained for the rotation of E((- 03, ~1). 
The theorems could be strengthened, in some instances, with very little 
change in the proofs: I have sacrificed generality and precision to simplicity 
of statement. 
II. A BOUNDFORTHB ROTATIONOFASINGLESPECTBALSUBSPACE 
Let, then, P = Pj be the spectral projector E([vj, ~~1) of A, where 
pj - Ye I 28 2 0, and where the intervals (v, - y, vj) and (pJ, pj + y) 
contain no eigenvalues of A. Without essential change in the argument, I will 
take - vj = pi = /3. The most elementary question is to estimate, for a unit 
vector x = Px, how big P’x = x - P’x can be, where P’ = Pj is the cor- 
responding spectral projector of A + H. 
THEOREM 2.1. VIIHII c~<Y/~,~~IIP’PII I(B+W(B+r-8). 
PROOF. P = E([- /?, /3]), and the intervals (- /!l - y, - p) and (/3, /3 + r) 
do not intersect the spectrum of A. According to the introduction in Section I, 
P’ = E’([- fl - 6, /I + S]), and the intervals (- fi - y + 6, - ,9 - 6) and 
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(B + 6, B + Y - 6) d o not intersect the spectrum of A + H. Now let 
x = Px, 11 x 11 = 1. On one hand, 
((A + fQ2x, x) = (A2x, x) + 2 Re (A&, x) + (H2x, x) 
I$+211Axll~l)HxII+~21(B+s)a. (2.1) 
On the other hand, if x is decomposed with respect to P’, then since 
A + Ht+ P’ only the following terms survive: 
((A + H)2 x, x) = ((A + H)2 P’x, P’x) + ((A + El)2 px, P’x). (2.2) 
Discarding the first term, 
((A + VX, x) 2 (B + Y - V I I p’x I?, (2.3) 
since P’x J- E’((- /l - y + 8, B + y - 6)). Combining (2.1) and (2.3) 
gives II px I( I (@ + S)/(/3 + y - 6). This is enough to prove the theorem. 
REMARK. Though the general idea here is familiar [6], it is not customary 
to apply it to estimate angles between subspaces. However, Swanson did 
somewhat the same thing as the above, independently and earlier, and his 
result has since been published [7].i 
For some purposes one might prefer not to discard the first term in (2.2). 
This is good tactics only if one is keeping close account of the eigenvalues, 
so I will do it only for /I = 0; that is, the reducing subspace PX in view 
corresponds to a single eigenvalue (which is taken to be 0), but need not be 
one-dimensional. 
THEOREM 2.2. Under the above hypotheses, 
(2.4) 
where h < the absolute value of any eigenvalue corresponding to any xi E P’Z’. 
Furthermore 
trP’P< trH2P-tr(A +H)2P’ 
- 
Y(Y - 28) ’ 
,, ptp ((2 < I/ Hpll; - II w + WP’ II”, 
2 
Yb - 28) * 
REMARK 1. In the case of a simple eigenvalue, (2.5) agrees with the second 
estimate of (2.4). Then (2.4) may be compared with Theorem 2.1 (case 
/3 = 0) as follows: the first estimate in (2.4) is always an improvement over 
1 Note Added in Proof: W. Kahan also used the same reasoning in about 1955 
(unpublished). 
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Theorem 2.1 for X > 0; the second one is so provided X > 8s/(y - 6)-but 
one hopes to have 8 < y anyway. 
REMARK 2. The two formulas in (2.5) are equivalent. Namely, 
tr H2P = tr HaP2 = tr PH2P = /I HP 1122, the last equality deriving from 
the general formula 11 B 11: = tr B*B; and similarly tr (A + H)4 P’ = 
I( (A + H) P’ II;, the sum of squares of all eigenvalues of A + H belonging 
to P’. The left-hand member could be written several ways: 
trP’P=l[P’Pll~=~ sin’ 6‘ = tr (P - (UP)*) ; 
here Bt is as in Section I, but the index i ranges over those values belonging 
to PX. 
REMARK 3. It should now be sufficiently clear that (2.5) is the analog 
of (2.4) for II 1 12. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. For the first part, one merely returns to the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 and takes the trouble to estimate the term in (2.2) which there 
was discarded. Namely, 
((A + H)2P’x, P’x) 2 X2 jI P’x iI2 = X2(1 - )I p’x 112), 
((A + H)2~, x) r {(y - S)2 - h2} (( f)lx II2 + X2. 
Combining this with (2.1) as before gives the first estimate in (2.4); the second 
follows since A2 < Ej2. 
The proof of (2.5) is similar but must be arranged with care. One reason 
it is sensitive is the fact that various operators fail to commute, for instance, 
P’ ct, U and P’PP’ +w+ (A + H) P’. 
Let x be as before. In place of (2.1) write merely ((A + H)2 x, x) = (H2x, x). 
Estimate ((A + H)2 P’x, P’x) as before. Finally, 
((A + W2 P’x, plx) = 1 I P’x 1 I2 ((A + H)2y, y) 
= ((A + W2~,y) - II p’x II2 ((A + WY, Y) 
2 ((A + f02y, r) - I I p’x I I2 a2 
where y = P’x/l) P’x )I ; x may be restricted to be an eigenvector of PP’P, 
then y = Ux. Substituting the estimates into (2.3) and simplifying, 
(H2x, x> 2 (h 4 Y(Y - 26) + ((A + H)% y). 
Now let x run over an orthonormal basis of PX (a special one, for x must be 
an eigenvector of PP’P); sum the above inequality over these. Because 
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y = Ux and U maps PX isometrically onto P’X’, y runs over an orthonormal 
basis of P’X. This gives 
tr H2P 2 ‘y(y - 26) tr PIP + tr (A + H)2 P’, 
which was to be proved. 
One more case is sufficiently manageable to be quoted here. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, and further let H be 
o$-diagonal with respect o P, that is, PHP = 0. Then 
,, pIp ,,a < II HP II; + II AZ’ 112” - II (A + H)P II; 
2 (B + r> (B + Y - 26) * 
The derivation is the same; the terms (AHx, x) which arise are zero 
because of the special assumption concerning H. 
III. THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF ROTATION 
By direct application of the simplest estimate of Section II, the following 
estimate results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume A has ez&nvalues any two of which differ by at 
least y, and assume I1 H I I = 6 < y/2. Then 
IlI-ull;< 2 II H II; 1 + cos 8 y(y - 26) * 
Here 8 = arc sin 8/(y - 6). 
REMARK. The estimate depends on both I/ H /I and /I H 112. The latter 
could be eliminated by using 11 H 11: 5 n II H 1j2, but this is too crude; for 
this inequality is close to equality only when H is close to a scalar matrix, and 
in that case 11 1 - U /I2 is very small anyway. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. /I 1 - U 11; = x=n I/ (1 - 17)x,. )12, summed over an 
orthonormal set; choosing the xI as eigenvectors of the P,PjP, (see Section I), 
this becomes 
That min cos Bi 2 cos 8 follows directly from Theorem 2.1 (since every 
sin Bi < I I piPj I ( for some j). All that remains is estimating x sin2 8+ I will 
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do so more carefully below; but to get the result of this theorem all that is 
needed is to add (2.5) over all Pj, discarding the second term in the numera- 
tor: 
2 sir? Bi = 2 tr PiPi I y(y ! 2*) z tr H’Pj, 
.+=l 3 
and of course the last sum is exactly tr Hz = I/ H 11:. This completes the 
proof. 
Since I have no better way to estimate 11 1 - U 11s than via z sinZ Bi, let 
me acknowledge the latter as the more natural measure of total rotation. As I 
pointed out in Section I, it can also be written j ) @ U ) I”,. 
In the following, the procedure is again to argue as in Theorem 2.1, but 
retaining the second term of (2.2). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A haoe simple ezgenvalues, any two differing by at 
least y, and let I/ H (/ < y/2. Then 
y” II hJ 11: I /I H II”, - z (A, - h:)2. (3.1) 
Here y’ > 0 is defined as follows. Let yi be minj (1 Xi - hi ( : j f i}. 
Then y’s = mini (yf - (4 - Q2). 
PROOF. Let Xy (i = 1, .*., n) be the eigenvalues, in the appropriate order, 
of A + VH; the eigenvectors, since %TH ts A, are just the xi. The exact 
expression corresponding to (2.1) is 
((A + H - Q2x,, xi) = ((A + %H - hJ2xi, xi) 
+ 2 Re ((A + VH - hl)xi, @Hx~) + ((G?H)2Xi, xi) 
= (A: - hi)?. + 0 + ((@H)2xi, xi). (3.2) 
The left-hand member is also equal to 
((A + H - A,)” P;x,, xi) + ((A + H - A,)’ p:xi, xi) 
2 (X - Ai)’ (1 - sin2 0,) + yf sin2 Bi 2 (hi - Q2 + y’2 sin2 ei ; (3.3) 
the first inequality is obtained by expanding pixi in terms of the xi (j # i) 
and referring to the definition of yi; the second inequality, by referring to 
the definition of y’. 
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Next, equate (3.2) and (3.3) an d sum. Remembering that hq - h‘ is exactly 
the ith eigenvalue of %‘H, one sees that the sum of (3.2) is 
tr (VH)2 + tr (+H)2 = tr H2. 
The theorem follows at once. 
$2 could be replaced in the theorem by fi(y - 2S), which is no smaller-as 
was done in the earlier theorems. 
The form of Theorem 3.2 is enlightening, for it shows how the perturbation 
acts: for a fixed size (say, both I( H (1% and (1 H 11 = S fixed), it can either make 
a large change in eigenvalues (z(X, - &)2 large), or it can cause much 
rotation (I: sin2 Bi large), but it can not do both. The following theorem 
differs in two respects: it eliminates the expression 2 (hi - &)2, which after 
all depends on all of A and H, not just on Hand on quantities we are prepared 
to estimate; second, it brings into view the fact that VH is the part of H that 
mainly disturbs eigenvalues, gH that which disturbs eigenspaces. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A be as in the previous theorem, and let 
~‘211 vffll, +2 II HII <Y. 
Then 
Y’~ II @“v II,” I2 II @H II:. 
The proof is simple. The hypothesized bound on H is sufficient to allow 
application of both Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 4.1 below; combining them 
gives the result. 
IV, A LOWER BOUND FOR THE CHANGE IN EIGENVALUE~ 
Here is the theorem used in deriving Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a hermitian matrix with eigenvalues h,, e**, &,, and 
A + H a hermitian matrix with eigenvalues hi, *a*, hk. Let Ij /12, V, 6 be 
defined as in Section I. Assume that y = min (1 hi - hi ) : i # j) > 0, and that 
I I c??H 112 I; y/z/z. Then 
2 (A; - A$ 2 II %‘H II”, - 1) @H 11;. (4.1) 
Note that the eigenvalue-separation y is that of A + H, not of A as in 
Sections I-III. This is essential; otherwise the assertion of the theorem would 
become false, as shown by letting 
A=(;-;), H-(-t :). 
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PROOF. This is carried out entirely in the real hilbert space 9 of hermi- 
tian matrices under Frobenius norm. Accordingly, I will denote the Frobe- 
nius norm by // 11, without subscript, in the present section only. 
I will make the restriction, without even giving the easy argument that 
justifies it, that A has simple spectrum and there is a natural correspondence 
between the hi and the 4. Let B be the hermitian matrix with the eigen- 
vectors xi of rl but the eigenvalues hi of A + H. (Note: In the special case 
H ts A, we have B = A + H and the conclusion of the theorem holds, 
with equality. This case is hereafter ignored.) Write d = B - A (thus 
I( d (I2 = z(X: - &)a) and C = A + VH. Normalize by setting 
The first half of the proof sets A aside and handles only the passage from 
B to A + H. The conclusion will be that 
(B - c 4 > y . 
IIB--Cl] -d/z (4.2) 
C is the pinching to %?Sz of a hermitian matrix (namely A + H) which is 
unitary-equivalent to B E g%. This is known [8,9] to imply that 
C = x a,&; here n runs over the permutations of (1, ..., n}, B, has eigen- 
values hk, i) corresponding to eigenvectors Xi, so that B, E %S, while a, 2 0 
and ): u, = 1. That is, C belongs to a certain convex polyhedral body in 
the n-dimensional euclidean space %Zi=, whose vertices B, all lie on the unit 
sphere. The left-hand member of (4.2) is the cosine of the acute angle 
between - B and C - B, so I am really engaged in finding when that angle 
is greatest. 
NowyJIB-Cl/I - &(B-C,B) is a convex function of C, so if it is 
ever positive for C in the polytope it must be so at some vertex; at C = B it 
is not; SO consider C = B, # B. If (4.2) is true for such C it is true for all. 
To maximize the angle between - B and 8, - B, both vertices being on the 
unit sphere, is the same as to minimize I I B, - B I I2 = x (h& - 4)“. It is 
known exactly what 7r accomplishes this: m must exchange two 4 which differ 
by exactly y, and leave every other i fixed. For this rr, ) I B, - B 11 = I&, 
clearly. Then by plane trigonometry (B - B,, B) = ~2. Equation (4.2) 
results. 
This did not refer to A and did not use any assumption that H was small. 
The estimate (4.1), which is to be proved, says 
II A II2 2 II VH II2 - II *IY l12. 
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Let us now fix B and C (hence %‘H) and confine attention for a moment to 
(1 d ((2 - (1 WH 112. By definitions, 
A+C-B=SfH, 
SO 
II A II2 - 11 VH (I2 = - 2(C - B, %‘H) + j/ B - C (12. 
It is clear that, 11 %TH 1) being variable with norm at most r/l/z, this will be 
minimized, for fixed B and C, when 
$fH = Y(’ - B, ti IIB--CU. 
Substituting this choice, 
]I A II2 - II VH (I2 2. - dy (I B - C II + (I B - C /18. 
It is to be proved that adding 1 
Because 
@H = $(A 
we have 
@H (I2 to this gives a nonnegative answer. 
tH).l%(A+H)=C, 
(I i+H )I2 = I( A + H )I2 - 1) C /I2 = 1 - II C l12. 
Thus the inequality to be proved is 
- d?y II B - C II + /I B - C )I2 + 1 - 1) C )I2 2 0. 
But 
(I B - C II2 + I - II C II2 = 2(B - C, B). 
It remains only to appeal to (4.2) and the proof is done. 
(NOTE: For another, quite different, lower bound on change of eigenvalues, 
see [12].) 
V. THE ROTATION OF A SINGLE SPECTRAL SUBSPACE 
One can do much better when only one spectral projecter E(( - 00, ~1) and 
its orthogonal complement are involved. It is still essential, of course, that 
there be some information about the size of H compared to the length y of 
the gap in the spectrum of A. Without loss of generality we take the gap to 
be between - 1 and 1. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P = PI and P = P, be the spectral projectors E([l, -)I) 
and E(( - 00, - 1 J) of A respectiwely, so that A h no spectrum in (- 1, 1). 
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Assume I( H ( ( = 6 < 1. Let x be any kgenwector of A + H cowesponding to un 
eigenwalue h 2 0. Then the acute angle 8 between x and Px satisjies sin 213 I 6. 
Adding the hypothesis that VH = 0 allows one to drop the hypothesis 6 < 1 
and yet draw the stronger conclusion that tan 20 < 8. Both inequalities are 
sharp. 
NOTE 1. In the notation of Section I, there are only two Pj, so VB means 
PBP + frBfr. 
NOTE 2. It is not surprising that, for small H, the bound is not improved 
mu_ch by the assumption VH = 0. It has already been demonstrated that it 
is gH which has ordinarily the main effect on the eigenvectors. If, instead 
of %?H, VH was set equal to 0, the conclusion would of course be l3 = 0. 
PROOF OF THEOREM. Since x E k%? is impossible and x E PX is a trivial 
case, assume x, Px, f’x span a two-dimensional subspace. Q#, and represent 
vectors and operators of Q&? with respect to the basis vectors 
and p?r = (siz e) . 
From (1 H I( = S follows 
IIQHQll =/( 11 p /I 1% 
12 22 
Because Q t+ P, it follows from 
A=PAP+f?4P (PAP r P, PAP I - P) 
that 
Multiply the equation (A + H) x - Xx by Q; the result is 
( 
al + hll 
42 a2:h2,,(::;)=(::::::)’ 
Solving both equations for X, 
0 I h = ur + h,, + h,, tan 0 = &r2 cot B + a2 + h,.. (5.1) 
Therefore, first, h,, is real, so that the theorem has been reduced to its real 
2 x 2 special case. Again, from (5.1), 
hr,(cotB-tanf?)=a,-u2+h,,-hh,,r2-226>0; 
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so if 0 could be 2~ 7~14 it would entail h,, < 0, hence [returning to (5.1) again] 
0 < h < a2 + ha, < - 1 + 6 < 0, a contradiction. Therefore ~9 < 1~14, 
h12 > 0. 
To bound 0 above, I will find the lower bound of the positive quantity 
tote-ttane= a1 - (I2 + 41 - 
h 22 
h . 12 
For fixed hlB, the requirement 
h,, - h,, 2 - 2 (a2 - Iz:,)“~, 
so 
cot e - tan e 2 
a, - a2 - 22/a2 - hf2 
h 12 
Replacing the right-hand expression by its minimum for h,, E (0, 61, 
cot e - tan 8 2 6-r z/(ai - U# - 482 2 26-l dC?F. (5.2) 
Squaring and simplifying gives sin 28 5 6. 
Assuming ‘ifH = 0, one reaches (5.1) with h,, = h,, = 0. The subsequent 
argument leading to tan 28 I 6 is much shorter than the one that has just 
been given, SO I omit it. 
The construction of 2 x 2 real examples showing that both bounds can 
be attained, is also left to the reader. This finishes the proof. 
REMARK 1. To be more meticulous, one can replace the hypothesis 
8 < 1, even in the first part, by (1 VH 11 < 1. 
REMARK 2. Notice that the theorem does not state that the angle 8 
between x and Px satisfies sin 28 5 6 for all x E P’X (P’ being the spectral 
projecter of A + H corresponding to P, see Section I). I would like to be 
able to prove that statement, but I do not see how. 
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